Womens’ Career Paths in Scientific Research.
A MASSIVE TOPIC – TOO BIG TO COVER ALL ASPECTS TODAY

•

GOOD NEWS – recruitment, remuneration and promotion of women in science has “improved”
in the past 10 years, due to actions by key groups;

•

BAD NEWS – women are still under-represented at the highest levels of science despite
increased representation at other levels; women are leaving science in higher numbers than
before – “the leaky pipeline”; women faculty over-burdened with “service” tasks compared to
make colleagues; women as opposed to families still bear the burden of childcare.

•

ACTION – what skill sets do women need to develop to emerge as leaders.

Status of women faculty improved at most
major institutions compared to 10 years ago.
Nancy Hopkins debunked the “Larry Summers Problem” – women as likely to succeed in
grant funding and appointment to the National Academy (MIT).

•
•
•
•

More women in leadership positions (Deans, Chairs, Section chiefs)
Improved childcare provision on campus – UChicago now has 3 over-subscribed centers on
campus – there were none when my daughter was born in 2003;
Greater salary parity – reports comparing remuneration for similar jobs highlighted shocking
disparities in the 2000s – now annual reviews make this rare; Other resources???
Women more highly represented on committees and panels;

These successes were won by womens’ action groups/leadership councils and promoted by
forward thinking by Deans and Provosts, many of them men.

These successes caused new problems though!
• Institutions now looking for equal gender representation
everywhere despite women being under-represented –
so too few women doing more and more – “running from
one committee meeting to another”, true for all minorities;
• Disproportionate number of women on committees and
teaching; “service” burden on women excessive;
• Women less likely to say “No!” Need to learn to say “NO!”

THIS SLIDE ILLUSTRATES ONE OF THE ISSUES!

Trainees host Prof. Matt Vander
Heiden (MIT) in 2017.
(From top left, counter clockwise)
Katrina Maxcy, Sravya Tumuluru,
Maya Springer, Jessica Fessler
and Mat Perez-Neut host Dr.
Vander Heiden as part of the
Cancer Biology seminar series.
Weekly Cancer Biology Seminar Series - top cancer researchers visit weekly.

The “leaky pipeline”!
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More women than men obtaining fellowship awards
but fewer obtaining R01 funding.
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Evidence that women compete less well then men for initial
NIH funding although this difference evens out over time,
but also that fewer women applying.
Where are the women going?
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NOT ALL ABOUT WOMEN NOT GETTING HIRED OR PROMOTED
Nearly half of US female scientists leave full-time science after their first child.
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Too many women leaving science at grad, post-doc stages ahead of faculty
appointment. Why?
Juggling having kids with a career – an age old problem!
• Perception that women have to choose between career and family still perpetuated
sadly – “having your cake and eating it” – diminishing problem?
• High pressures are a disincentive – grant funding, publishing - why more so for
women? Resilience!

• Unable to juggle having a scientific career with home life due to cultural factors?
Important to have a supportive home environment – don’t have kids with a
chauvinist!
• When is the right time to have kids?
• Need for yet better infrastructure
and support networks?
• Find role models and talk to them
for advice/support
• Upside of an academic career is the
flexibility that is conducive to being
able to successfully manage both.

Are women getting a fair shake at faculty
opportunities? Or to opportunities when
actually in a faculty position?
• There is still a gender gap which is all the more unsatisfactory considering the
number of women graduating with PhDs
• Do women get promoted as effectively or rapidly as male colleagues?
• Does excess service activity impede the promotion of women?
• Do women get access to select grants and other opportunities?
• Gender issues continue even for more senior women in negotiations, power
struggles, fight for resources etc Not just an issue at younger stages of career.

What are the key skills women need to
develop to emerge as leaders?
“A leader takes people where they want to go. A great leader takes people
where they don’t necessarily want to go, but ought to be.” – Rosalynn Carter,
former First Lady

1. Make sure you can walk the walk
2. Have these traits: problem solving, critical thinking, innovation, creativity
3. Be reliable and trustworthy
4. Voice your strategic plan
5. Have perseverance AND resilience—what is the difference?
6. Display confidence—you belong, act like it!
7. Use your strength—if you have a point of view, put it out there!
8. Be an effective communicator aka know how to ask for things!
9. Use emotional intelligence—it is not a negative trait!
10.Adapt and know how to navigate politics (and when to ignore them!)

Support other women!

